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Relax, and let the creativity flow through you. Whether a skilled artist or an everyday dabbler of

drawings and doodles, fans of all ages will enjoy these stunning pen-and-ink illustrations of beautiful

landscapes, elaborate patterns, and memorable characters from the Star Wars universe. The lovely

packaging includes a board cover with metallic foil stamping.
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Attached to this review will be a silent flip-through of the entire coloring book so you can make an

informed decision as to whether or not it will work for you.Rather than discuss how this is like or

different from the various movies other than to note that images have been used from all six

episodes thus far, I will discuss only how I feel about it as an adult coloring book.The book is filled

with portrait studies of various character and a lot of kaleidoscope style mandalas. The mandalas

generally have a single repeating element from movies (robots, ships, weapons, etc.) What I found

missing and would have liked would have been some stand-alone studies of the Death Star and the

Millennium Falcon and other ships and vehicles. While I missed those, it doesn't detract from the

overall large selection of Star Wars designs to choose from. My favorite characters were all well

represented and as I enjoy coloring mandalas, I will have a lot of fun with those, too. The designs

range from simple and open (especially many of the mandalas) to complex with intricate design

elements (character portraits, especially.) This presents a nice range for me to color depending on



the mood I am in that day.The book has a nice heavyweight cardboard cover (front and back) which

makes for a great solid surface to color on. The designs are printed on both sides of the page and

the paper is not perforated. The binding is sewn rather than glued, so removing it takes only a few

snips with a small scissor on a few pages.There are only four designs which span across two

pages. The rest of the designs are all single page with lots of room around the edges so that nothing

is lost in the binding. The four two page designs are wallpaper style of repeating patterns and each

is dedicated to a single subject: Yoda, R2-D2, C-3PO, Boba Fett, and finally, various ships in the

midst of a battle. I think these are really cool designs though they don't line up very well in my

particular book. When there are too many of these two-page designs with too much loss of image, I

detract a point from my rating. That is not the case with this book  there are so few that it is

really insignificant.All of my markers bleed-through on this paper thought my Staedler triplus

fineliners fared the best with more of a shadow image on the back of the page. I could still identify

the color, so it merely bled less than the others. My gel pens worked fine and my coloring pencils

worked fantastic  very smooth and creamy on this paper.

I love the variety of beautiful images in this book. The book is very large in comparison to similar

books. It has a very thick cardboard-like cover. There seems to be an equal balance of male to

female characters to color. All of the characters are from Episode 1 through 6. Overall, the paper

seems to be of good quality, but the images are doublesided. I use my water based markers without

the color bleeding through. Since images are doublesided, some types of markers cannot be used

to color without bleeding through. I have yet to use colored pencils because I have been enjoying

using my gel pens and markers to color.

First of all the quality of the materials used to make this book are unquestionably great, with a nice

hard cover and very thick pages. The actual images on those pages are a mix of decent Star Wars

themed mandalas and abstracts mixed with a lot of characters surrounded by flowers... yes flowers.

Pretty much every picture is.... Darth Vader, adorned with tropical flowers.... Yoda springing into

action, with a background of garden flowers... Han Solo, behind intricate lattice with flowers. I guess

that's what makes this an "adult" coloring book? I'd have preferred fewer flowers myself, but I'll still

enjoy this book.

I have always been a Star Wars fan so anything related I must own. I recently took in the hobby if

Adult Coloring as it really helps me wind down at night and relieve stress. When searching on  and I



see their is a Star Wars Adult Coloring book I knew I must buy it immediately. I am very happy with

my purchase and this is the best coloring book I have owned thus far. I love the presentation of the

hard cover and Yoda on the front. Their are 100 pages of beautiful Star Wars related artwork just

waiting for me to use my imagination and give this coloring book life. Many of the pages are a

collaboration of designs multiplied and others are a single picture to be colored. If you love to color

and love Star Wars then you cannot go wrong with this book and I highly recommend.I purchased

this product full price and all opinions are my own experience and review.

I've been getting into adult coloring books lately. I have gone through several as far as looking at

them. From mandalas, to flower patterns, owl patterns, and paisley patterns. Many of those books

just make me dizzy looking at all the lines that they have put in the book. I have finally come to

realize I am a big Disney fan. Actually, I've known that I've been a big Disney fan since forever.

Catherines Saunier-Talec and she is becoming my favorite author for these adult coloring books. I

purchased her princess Disney book and loved it. I'm waiting for her villains book, and her animals

book. She puts just the right amount of detail in each of her books. She does not overpower the

pages with a zillion lines. I decided to go ahead and purchase the Star Wars book. My son has been

wanting to color with me. He's been asking me over and over again. I saw that she made a Star

Wars book and had to get it for him. He and I have been working on the pages. The pages are

perfect. Again, she has put the perfect patterns and the perfect images throughout the entire book.

The quality of the pages are extremely durable. My gel pens do not leak through. My watercolor

pencils do not leak through. Each page is double sided. You get a hundred pages in each book. I

am in love with these coloring books. I will continue to purchase these Disney coloring books and

enjoy the time I have with them.
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